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Abstract
Background: The evolutionary origin of strong altruism (where the altruist pays an absolute cost
in terms of fitness) towards non-kin has never been satisfactorily explained since no mechanism
(except genetic drift) seems to be able to overcome the fitness disadvantage of the individual who
practiced altruism in the first place.
Results: Here we consider a multilocus, single-generation random group model and demonstrate
that with low, but realistic levels of recombination and social heterosis (selecting for allelic diversity
within groups) altruism can evolve without invoking kin selection, because sampling effects in the
formation of temporary groups and selection for complementary haplotypes generate nonrandom
associations between alleles at polymorphic loci.
Conclusion: By letting altruism get off the ground, selection on other genes favourably interferes
with the eventual fate of the altruistic trait due to genetic hitchhiking.
Background
More than thirty years ago Hamilton [1] and Wilson [2]
independently discussed the evolution of altruism – coop-
erative behaviours that decrease the fitness of the individ-
uals that perform them- assuming a structured population
divided into small temporary groups; a new view of group
selection termed 'trait-group' or 'structured-deme' models
[2,3]. A single heritable trait (allele A) stimulates its bearer
to provide a group benefit, and its eventual spread is con-
ditional on the greater productivity of altruistic groups.
Depending on whether or not the recipients of the group
benefit include the actor itself, the effects were named
'whole-group' or 'other-only' trait, respectively [4].
Whereas other-only traits are clearly altruistic because
involve an absolute cost to the actor, whole-group behav-
iours generate confusion in the definition of altruism as
they may be mutually beneficial to both the actor and the
recipients [4,5]. Wilson [3,6] had previously coined the
terms 'strong altruism' for those traits involving an abso-
lute cost to the actor (i.e. other-only traits count always as
strongly altruistic), and 'weak altruism' when the cost to
the actor is only relative.
Contrarily to weakly altruistic traits which can increase in
frequency when groups are randomly formed each gener-
ation [7], the evolution of strong altruism requires posi-
tive assortment for the benefits of altruism to fall
preferentially on other altruists [1,6,8,9]. This can be
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tion which states that the condition for an altruistic trait
to increase in the next generation is
rb > c (1)
where r is the coefficient of relatedness between actor and
recipient, b is the fitness benefit (offspring gain) provided
to the recipient, and c is the reproductive cost to the actor
for providing benefits. Under random assortment other
group members are a random sample of the global popu-
lation minus the actor, and relatedness in this case is
[4,11,12]
(superscript o stands for other-only relatedness, and N is
total population size), which makes it clear that condition
(1) cannot be satisfied because kin selection requires a
sufficiently high degree of relatedness (r > 0) for altruism
to evolve. The conclusion that strong altruism does not
progress in this model has been recently challenged [13],
but the authors assumed multigenerational groups that
were initially randomly formed, which just lag the neces-
sary positive assortment among altruists to the next gener-
ations. If, however, we stick to Hamilton's [1] original
structured-deme model of single-generation, randomly
formed groups it still remains undisputed as it has ever
been since his formal proof that strong altruism cannot
evolve.
No special process has to be invoked to create a struc-
tured-deme population as it can simply arise from ran-
dom distributions of genotypes across patchy resources; a
quite common process in many animals, particularly
insects. Genetic variation among finite groups creates
environmental heterogeneity unrelated to resource heter-
ogeneity [14,15], and there are numerous empirical exam-
ples (see especially Table 2 in [16]) showing that there is
a positive association between productivity (offspring
number) and the levels of genetic variation within a
resource. Thus, competition is known to be stronger in
'pure cultures' when compared with genetically diverse
groups; and various behaviours may provide a whole-
group effect as, e.g., access to resources that are unavaila-
ble to solitary individuals, or increased protection to par-
asites or predators. A recent elaboration on this old theme
shows that allelic diversity can be potentially maintained
at many loci as it is a positive trait in and on itself [16].
Therefore, differential productivity among groups will not
only depend on the frequency of cooperators in a group
but also on the level of genetic variation at other loci. Pre-
dictions from single-gene theory can be very misleading if
it is assumed that in Hamilton's [1] original model hap-
loid individuals are endowed with genomes that code for
a range of trait-groups subject to selection, mutation, and
recombination. Multilocus systems introduce additional
issues such several alternative (meta)stable states [17,18]
and the Hill-Robertson effect describing that linkage
between loci under selection will reduce the overall effec-
tiveness of selection in finite populations [19,20]. Struc-
tured-deme models unavoidably introduce linkage
disequilibria that interfere with selection [21], but this
effect has never been incorporated in the life cycle interac-
tions that take place between a small number of individu-
als in a group to study the fate of altruistic traits in a
multilocus context.
In this work, we focus on the evolution of altruistic versus
selfish alleles and of polymorphisms that show a positive
association between productivity and within-group
genetic variation to study the fate of altruism in a multilo-
cus context assuming the structured-deme model of sin-
gle-generation, randomly formed groups originally used
by Hamilton [1]. The fate of altruism will be studied by
means of computer simulations and mathematical analy-
ses of a relatively simple case. We show that although the
altruistic trait is being selected against, when it is geneti-
cally linked to productivity enhancing loci altruism can
invade. It should be stressed from the very beginning that
the model is not producing any assortment mechanism
and that it has nothing to do with kin recognition: what
happens is that there is a synergy between hitchhiking and
group selection that keeps allelic diversity.
Methods and Results
Multilocus model and computer simulations
Figure 1 illustrates the 'mating pool' mode of reproduc-
tion on which our model is based. A haploid finite popu-
lation of size N = m × n is randomly subdivided into m
groups with n individuals per group. Offspring genotypes
at each generation are sampled from a common popula-
tion and randomly subdivided into temporary groups
where individuals representing a finite sample from the
pooled distribution reproduce proportional to their fit-
ness. Productivity enhancing (offspring number) genes
when in genetically diverse groups coded by g = 1, , G
loci were stored as lists on a single chromosome. The hap-
loid population was initially polymorphic for i = 3 alleles
at equal frequencies. With random grouping the distribu-
tions of the different compositions of groups for each of
the i alleles will be binomial with parameters (pi, n),
where n is the group size. Assuming that allele 1 is the fit-
test one, within-group selection at the gth locus was mod-
elled as
r
N
o
=
−
−
1
1
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group's fitness as a function of allele diversity a (i.e.
number of alleles in a group); and z models the benefits
of allele diversity upon fitness. Therefore, without genetic
diversity increasing group's fitness directional selection
drives allele 1 to fixation whenever fs or fd <1. We set y =
0.5, z = 1, and fs = fd = 0.95. Allelic diversity can easily per-
sist in this model under a wide range of parameter values
[16,21], and there are up to 3G possible segregating haplo-
types.
After an initial period of 500 generations to allow the pop-
ulation to reach a quasi-equilibrium state under selection
and free recombination between adjacent loci, the focal
strongly altruistic locus was introduced in the centre of the
set of those whole-group beneficial loci with alleles sam-
pled from a binomial distribution with p = 0.05 and q =
0.95 for the A- and S-types, respectively. Selection at the
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'Mating pool' mode of reproductionFigure 1
'Mating pool' mode of reproduction. A finite population is subdivided into m groups. Each group has size n. Haploid indi-
viduals (represented as [...]) are endowed with G loci with 3 alleles each (j = 1, 2, 3) that code for whole-group effects accord-
ing to eq. 3. A focal locus with two alleles (A: altruistic; S: selfish types) is located in the centre of the set of G loci. Selection at 
the focal locus is modelled following eq. 4. Individuals contribute offspring to a common pool, where random pairing of two 
haplotypes and recombination between adjacent loci with frequency R occurs. Haploid individuals again form new groups by 
random assortment. Notice that at the focal locus we are dealing with the classical group selection model analyzed by Hamil-
ton [1].
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model
where v is the number of altruistic members in a group of
size n, and k is the units of fitness given by an A-type in
order to add K units to the joint fitness of his (n -1) com-
panions. The degree of positive assortment (F) required
for altruism to evolve is [1]
In other words, the critical c/b ratio for positive selection
of altruism is k/K.
With N = 240 and n = 4 as assumed in most simulations
(but see below) only 60 groups are formed, and the hyper-
geometric probability (i.e., sampling is without replace-
ment) of randomly forming homogeneous groups of
altruists with initial p = 0.05 is 3.67 × 10-6. Random group
formation events will result in relatedness (ro) values
which fluctuate around – 1/(N- 1) for the altruistic locus.
With k = 0.1 and K = 0.2 as assumed here strong altruism
is expected to be lost a few generations after its introduc-
tion into the population since homogeneous groups of
altruists will be surely absent.
With multiple loci the probability of allele fixation
increases in the whole-group beneficial loci [21], and
mutation was introduced whenever a locus g was fixed for
one allele. This is, however, a relatively minor problem
with less than G = 40 loci or so [21], and the only point to
introducing mutation was to keep constant the 'effective'
number of segregating G loci in the population.
We simulated repeated introductions of the A allele into
the population whenever the S-type reached fixation. The
lists of loci could undergo a recombination process fol-
lowing a stochastic multilocus method [22] with recombi-
nation frequency between adjacent loci denoted by R (no
interference was assumed). In each generation, the
sequence of events was mating pool formation, mutation,
selection, recombination, and subdivision. We assumed
multiplicativity of selective effects. Roulette selection
operator, in which the chance of a chromosome getting
selected is proportional to its fitness, was used. Selected
chromosomes were randomly paired for recombination
and randomly assigned to a group. Up to seven computer-
simulation trials with different random number seeds
were run for each combination of parameter values, and
each trial was run for up to 50,000 generations. By follow-
ing the fate of the A-type variant introduced repeatedly
into the population, until it is fixed or lost, we can esti-
mate the mean times to fixation or loss, respectively. The
simulations were implemented in MATLAB version 7.2
[23]. An analytical treatment of the model in a simplified
situation with group size n = 2 and no recombination is
given after the numerical results.
Numerical results
In order to numerically demonstrate how strong altruism
can evolve in single-generation, randomly formed groups,
consider a focal locus with two alleles (A: altruistic; S: self-
ish types) embedded in a multilocus genome containing
g = 1, , G selected loci stored as lists on a single chromo-
some with whole-group beneficial traits in quasi-equilib-
rium state under selection (see above). Group members
interact for one generation and because of behaviours
individuals perform during such single-generation associ-
ations, group members affect each other fitness and may
also enjoy certain individual-level benefits expressed by
groups composed of genetically different individuals
before the population is pooled back again and randomly
forms new groups in the next generation. We have chosen
this model primarily because it explicitly incorporates the
key characteristics of the Hill-Robertson effect – random
sampling and selection at multiple (independent) loci.
Here we explore the extent to which recombination influ-
ences the evolution of an altruistic allele surrounded by
other loci subject to selection.
The population size was fixed to N = 240 individuals. This
introduces high stochasticity (but see below for the effect
of both population size and group size), but parameters in
the c/b ratio were chosen as to make it very unlikely that
the A-type could be fixed by genetic drift in the single
locus case (ultimate loss of the altruistic allele was con-
stantly observed after > 2.5 × 105 introductions into the
population with n = 4). An initial survey of a range of
number of loci and values for the proportional increase of
group's fitness as a function of allele diversity at locus g
was made, and here we present summary results with
group size n = 4; G = 16, 32, 48, 64 loci. As expected, the
numerical outcomes show that the mean persistence time
of the altruistic A-type is influenced by recombination
between adjacent linked loci (Figure 2a). When embed-
ded in a chromosome, or chromosome fragment, with
tight linkage R ≤ 0.001 (notice that an R value of 10-3
between adjacent loci would correspond to a region
approximately (G + 1)× 100 × 10-3 centimorgans in length
and roughly equivalent to a chromosome with 1,000
genes and total map distance 100 centimorgans), the
altruistic allele could easily persist in the population for
quite a long time because the genome eventually crystal-
lized in a few segregating haplotypes. This effect was
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tracking the haplotype dynamics and the eventual trap-
ping of the A-type by complementary segregating haplo-
types (Figure 2b).
The results can be understood as follows. Deterministic
haplotype dynamics assuming linkage equilibrium at gen-
eration t0 guarantees that any A-type mutant introduced
into the population will be damned to eventual loss no
matter how many G loci are segregating in the population
(see analytical treatment below). Variance in linkage dise-
quilibrium is generated directly by random drift, and the
A-type can be kept in the population when statistically
associated (hitchhike) with haplotypes that remain segre-
gating at quasi-equilibrium state. Stochasticity in this
model is obviously a function of haplotype space that a
given population size can explore. Since there are up to 3G
possible segregating haplotypes for the G loci, no real
population will eventually behave according to the deter-
ministic dynamics and hitchhiking effects related to the
action of social heterosis may prevent the altruistic allele
from going quickly extinct. With low recombination
neighbouring genes tend to be inherited together, and
those three segregating haplotypes in the sampled simula-
tion (Figure 2b) can be thought of as alleles of a whole-
group effect supergene, with all group members experi-
encing a net benefit from genetic diversity. Relatedness in
this case is [13] rw = 1/n (superscript w stands for whole-
group relatedness) and is obviously positive. This does
not, however, invalidate our claim that strong altruism
can invade without kin selection because relatedness at
the focal locus still remains ro = -1/(N-1), so there is no kin
selection effect involved. The role of group size n can also
be easily visualized. A large group size will tend to have
low across-group variance in genetic diversity, which
eventually drives haplotype [1211S2112] in Figure 2b to
fixation since we have assumed that at each gth locus
allele 1 is the fittest one (eq. 3).
Recombination breaks down the statistical associations
between alleles at linked sites (i.e. detaches ro from rw) but,
as we might expect, the hitchhiking effect is most marked
when there are many segregating loci. With intermediate
linkage (R = 0.005) fixation of strong altruism was a spo-
radic outcome for G = 32 and G = 48 loci, and happened
with a relatively high probability for G = 64 loci (Figure
3). In these cases it was computationally unfeasible to
keep track of all segregating haplotypes in the population,
but the results clearly suggest that the eventually success-
ful A-allele was locked around a haplotype region that
went to fixation or, alternatively, to various regions that
happened to reach a high enough frequency (see below).
Finally, swift loss of the A-type was always the final out-
come with R ≥ 0.10.
Analytical dynamics of whole-group genes
In order to understand the genetic hitchhiking effect
responsible for the spread of strong altruism in our group
selection model, it is important to first understand the
dynamics of whole-group genes since linkage disequi-
libria can also be generated by deterministic forces. To
clarify matters, we deal here with the simplest situation
where the g = 1, , G loci with whole-group beneficial
traits have two alleles each (e.g., 11 and 21; 12 and 22 for a
2-locus genome). For each pair, allele 1 is the fittest one as
assumed in Methods. This creates up to 2G possible haplo-
types. We set group size to n = 2 and assume no recombi-
nation (R = 0). It is then possible to easily follow the
dynamics of all segregating haplotypes in the population
through time. Assuming that the benefits of allele diver-
sity upon fitness are linear (z = 1 in eq. 3), the payoff
matrix for the gth locus is
P g
g g
g
g
d s
w w y
w f y w f
:  
1 2
1 1 1
2 1
11 12
21 22
= = +( )
= +( ) =
(6)
Multilocus trait-group modelFigure 2 (see previous page)
Multilocus trait-group model. (a) Semi-log plot for the mean time to loss of the strongly altruistic trait coded by allele A as 
a function of R estimated from independent simulation trials with up to 50,000 generations each. Population size was kept con-
stant with n = 4 and m = 60. Allele A was surrounded by G = 16, 32, 48, 64 loci. The dotted horizontal line at generation 16 
indicates the mean persistence time of allele A for the single gene situation, where the total number of introductions in a typical 
trial was > 3, 000 and the maximum number of generations before allele A was lost ~100. When surrounded by the G loci, the 
number of introductions of the A allele into the population was obviously dependent on its ultimate fate, ranging from 43 (R = 
0) to > 20, 000 (R ≥ 0.10) when all trials for a given set of G loci are considered. (b) Sample simulation with G = 8 and R = 0 
that illustrates the eventual locking in quasi-equilibrium state of the A-type due to complementary segregating haplotypes. After 
introduction 1,532 at generation 21,843 the A-type (dark black jagged line pattern) remained segregating in the population, 
whose genotypic composition consisted of three haplotypes: [1211S2112] in red at average frequency 0.3817, [1322S3121] in 
blue at 0.3382, and [2133A1313] in magenta at 0.2802 (equilibrium frequency of the A-type). To enhance visibility the haplotype 
line patterns were smoothed by using a moving average of 100 generations.Page 6 of 12
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BMC Evolutionary Biology 2008, 8:281 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/8/281where element wij is the fitness of individual i (1g, 2g) in a
group with individual j. With G loci and multiplicativity
of selective effects the payoff matrix is simply
Γ = P1  P2   PG (7)
where  is the Kronecker tensor product. For G = 2 this
gives the matrix
It is clear that group mean is
where superscript T signifies matrix transposition. Now we
have to generate the appropriate matrix of haplotypes,
which can be done as follows. At generation t0 segregating
alleles have frequencies  and 1 -  for locus g, and
linkage disequilibrium is absent (D = 0). Assume for sim-
plicity G = 2 loci; then the 4 × 4 haplotype matrix is
obtained in two steps. First, we multiply the allele fre-
quency vectors to obtain the haplotype frequencies
and second, we multiply the resulting h vector
v = h  h (11)
This row vector can now be rearranged by noting that its
first 2G elements are the corresponding random group fre-
quencies of haplotype 1112 in a group with haplotype
1112, , 2122; the second 2G elements the corresponding
frequencies of haplotype1122 in a group with haplotype
1112, , 2122; etc. After rearranging this vector we obtain
Γ:
1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
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1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
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Fixation of strong altruism in Hamilton's random group modeligure 3
Fixation of strong altruism in Hamilton's random group model. With G = 64 loci and R = 0.005 the probability of fix-
ation of the strongly altruistic A-type estimated after 8,652 independent introductions was 5.78 × 10-4. The plot shows a sam-
ple simulation where the A-type reached fixation at generation 8,088 after 330 prior unsuccessful introductions into the 
population. Time to fixation was 241 generations.
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BMC Evolutionary Biology 2008, 8:281 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/8/281the suitable matrix of haplotypes (H). Since R = 0, the
recurrence relations for the haplotype frequencies are
where
is the average fitness, hi is the corresponding row for the
ith haplotype (individual), and  denotes element-by-ele-
ment multiplication of the corresponding i, j elements in
the three matrices (also known as a Hadamard product).
Letting fs = fd = 0.95 in payoff matrix (6), Figure 4 shows
the haplotype dynamics for different values of the propor-
tional increase of group's fitness y as a function of allele
diversity.
It is clear that with the assumed starting conditions the
deterministic short-term evolution drives the population
to end up with only coupling haplotypes at equilibrium
state. We can also define ESS (Evolutionary Stable Strat-
egy) conditions for the payoff matrix (8) by noting that
the game theoretical model is isomorphic to a trait group
model with group size n = 2. Inspection of (8), by appli-
cation of standard game theory [24] and dynamics [25],
reveals that there are only two ESSs, corresponding to
complete coupling {1112, 2122} and repulsion {1122,
2112} haplotypes. All other equilibria are unstable. This
holds if fs, fd, y < 1; y > (1- fd)/fd. The domains of attraction
of the two ESSs are not equal, hence from initial linkage
equilibrium the system converges to the coupling ESS
(Figure 4). It is straightforward to show that by increasing
the number of loci by one, the number of mixed ESSs dou-
bles, i.e. the latter scales with 2G-1 if the number of alleles
per locus is 2. These considerations clearly suggest that
there is a balance between recombination (always
decreases linkage disequilibrium) and selection (conver-
gence to coupling or repulsion haplotypes) in the system.
The preceding analysis can explain some previous numer-
ical results [26]. Computer trials using bi-allelic loci with
all haplotypes initially at equal frequencies and finite
population size N = 120, with group size set to n = 2 and
parameter values fs = fd = 0.95 and y = 0.2, had found that
coupling haplotypes were the most common ones left in
the population assuming no recombination, but in 42.8%
of the trials with G = 2 loci, and 56.5% with G = 3 loci, the
fittest haplotype was lost from the population. There was,
however, strong selection for allelic diversity at each locus
to be maintained. This was most evident when repulsion
haplotypes were the only ones left, as they remained seg-
regating in the population at equilibrium state. Finally, it
should be stated here that by letting fd = 1 in payoff matrix
(6) the system converges to the standard heterotic case
[17,18,27].
Fate of the altruistic allele in the analytical dynamics
It is straightforward to incorporate the altruistic locus in
the former analytical treatment for the whole-group
genes. The payoff matrix is now (eq. 4)
where S and A stand for the selfish and (strongly) altruis-
tic types, respectively; and k/K is the critical ratio for posi-
tive selection of altruism. With multiplicativity of selective
effects and G whole-group loci the multilocus payoff
matrix is
Γ = Pa  P1    PG (14)
which, with G = 1 becomes
It is easy to see that {S11, S21} is the only (mixed) ESS,
thus selfishness prevails. With G ≥ 2 the problem is also
straightforward. If the altruistic allele is fixed in the popu-
lation, but otherwise all haplotypes are present, then the
metastable equilibria exactly mirror those of the system
without the altruistic locus, i.e. for G = 2 loci the equilibria
are the same as for matrix (8). Suppose now that the sys-
tem is in the equilibrium {A1112, A2122}. Which haplo-
types can invade the population? Inspection of the Γ
matrix (15) reveals that only haplotypes S1112 and S2122
can invade, but S1122 and S2112 cannot, even though the
latter also carry the selfish allele, provided fd>(1 + K)/[1- k +
K)(1 + y)]. This means that the pair {A1112, A2122} is
unstable in the direction of the same heterotic haplotypes only,
carrying the selfish allele. This generalizes to more loci in
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Deterministic haplotype dynamics for the whole-group loci without recombinationFigu e 4
Deterministic haplotype dynamics for the whole-group loci without recombination. At generation t0 all segregating 
alleles were assumed to be at equal frequencies, and linkage disequilibrium was absent. (a), (b), Two-loci haplotypes, with y val-
ues as given at the top of each panel and haplotypes as indicated. (c), Eight-loci haplotypes.
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BMC Evolutionary Biology 2008, 8:281 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/8/281an important way. As the number of loci increases, it
remains true that the resident, altruistic pair of haplotypes
can be invaded by two appropriate haplotypes only; all
the other selfish haplotypes are repelled.
Deterministic haplotype dynamics assuming linkage
equilibrium at generation t0 also shows that any A-type
mutant introduced into the population is damned to
eventual loss no matter how many G loci are segregating
in the population. The only possibility for the A-type to be
kept in the population is to statistically associate itself
(hitchhike) with haplotypes that remain segregating at
quasi-equilibrium state.
In finite populations allelic diversity can be lost when the
fittest haplotype is present since its eventual fixation can
occur [26], a result which strongly depends on the
number of G loci initially introduced in the population
and the strength of selection [21]. This can be understood
by comparing Figures 4b and 4c, where the equilibrium
frequency of the fittest haplotype is higher as the number
of loci increase. Because in the model for whole-group
genes there is also strong selection to maintain allelic
diversity it is, therefore, not surprising that a mutant A-
type could eventually hitchhike a haplotype that is com-
plementary to those already present in the population.
The interaction between linkage, selection, and sampling
in structured-deme models is precisely the phenomenon
that can be described by the 'Hill-Robertson' effect [19] or
genetic hitchhiking [20].
We can now envisage the effects of group size n and pop-
ulation size N on the eventual fate of allele A under a
given set of conditions. Increasing group size decreases
the across-group variance in allelic diversity at the G loci,
which in turns increases the within-group selection and
reduces the likelihood of polymorphism since the fittest
allele 1g at the gth locus goes to fixation (eqs. 3 and 6).
Hence, hitchhiking may not be possible and the eventual
dynamics of the A-type converges to the single locus case.
In other words, the initial spread of altruism in this model
is conditional on a large enough among-group genetic
variance and will not happen in genetically homogeneous
settings. Simulations with N = 240, G ≥ 16, and parameter
values as above indicate that group size n ≥ 16 is large
enough as to dramatically reduce or even prevent the
eventual trapping of the A-type by complementary segre-
gating haplotypes when R = 0.
The effect of population size N is relatively more complex
since stochasticity in this model is obviously a function of
the strength of selection at each locus and the haplotype
space that a given population can explore. For instance, in
simulations with G = 8 (haplotype space 2 × 38 = 13, 122;
including the focal altruistic locus), n = 4, R = 0 and strong
selection quasi-stable polymorphism of the A-type was
not detected when N ≥ 500 since haplotype evolution
tends to approach the deterministic situation; but was a
frequent outcome with G ≥ 32 loci even when N = 2, 000.
On the other hand, reducing the strength of selection by
60% (i.e., y = 0.2, k = 0.04 and K = 0.08) allowed to
increase population size to N = 500 as to qualitatively
obtain similar results for G = 8 as those obtained with
strong selection and N = 240. In summary, the hitchhik-
ing effect is robust for large population sizes as long as
group size n is small enough, so that among-group allelic
diversity at the G loci can be selectively kept.
In the simulations with G = 64 loci and R = 0.005 we
detected a relatively high probability of fixation of strong
altruism (5.78 × 10-4). Figure 5 also shows a sample sim-
ulation where a snapshot of segregating haplotypes right
after fixation of the A-type was obtained. As expected from
the analytical treatment above, it is clear that the success-
ful A-allele was locked around a complementary region
that reached a high enough frequency because it allowed
group members to experience a net benefit from genetic
diversity at the G loci.
Discussion and Conclusion
We acknowledge that our structured-deme model
assumes strong selection in the collections of individuals
who influence one another's fitness, mainly to prevent
waiting times before the eventual spread of the altruistic
trait to becoming computationally unmanageable. The
important point, however, is to understand that linkage,
selection, and sampling will necessarily interact in multi-
locus structured-deme models, and the interference effect
will extend to all loci in a block depending on the recom-
bination value. With tight linkage a few selected loci may
be enough to trap the altruistic allele in a quasi-equilib-
rium polymorphic state. With moderate recombination
fixation of strong altruism can occur. Our results do pose
a serious challenge to the universally accepted view that
kin selection is the key component to explain altruistic
behaviours that impose an absolute fitness cost to the
actor and, to some extent, might be relevant to understand
the origin (as opposed to the maintenance) of eusociality
[28,29]. No matter how stable can the long-term evolu-
tion of altruism be (i.e., resident altruistic haplotypes can
always be invaded by appropriate, and only the appropri-
ate, haplotypes carrying the selfish allele; see above), the
results suggest that genetic hitchhiking is a basic ingredi-
ent for the evolution of cooperation considering the cru-
cial problem faced by altruistic behaviours in structured-
deme models: their initial establishment when rare [30].
As forcefully stressed by Field [31], we should avoid here
the 'inverse genetic fallacy'; namely, the inappropriate
attribution of mechanisms that may be sustaining cooper-
ation to the explanation of its origin. This is clearly thePage 10 of 12
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BMC Evolutionary Biology 2008, 8:281 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2148/8/281case here when contrasting with the consequences that
positive assortment (i.e., altruists settle with altruists) can
have on the maintenance of altruism.
Positive assortment increases the relatedness at the focal
altruistic locus and, depending on the linkage disequilib-
rium between that locus and nearby G loci it also increases
the relatedness at those loci. This, in turn, decreases the
within-group variance and the likelihood of genetic hitch-
hiking since the fittest allele at the gth whole-group locus
can become fixed more easily. We thus have a powerful
mechanism to explain the evolutionary origin of altruism,
but unless linkage disequilibria tend to be reduced its
long-term maintenance (by kin selection) can be compro-
mised if group-beneficial effects exerted by social hetero-
sis and random grouping are stronger than those exerted
by the focal locus under positive assortment. As long as
the formation of groups remains random, there is no
chance to cast our results in terms of kin selection: thus,
kin selection and social heterosis are in this sense oppos-
ing mechanisms to help the initial spread of strong altru-
ism. We are not considering the chance spread of just any
Snapshot of segregating haplotypes after fixation of A alleleFigure 5
Snapshot of segregating haplotypes after fixation of A allele. (a), Sample simulation with G = 64 loci and R = 0.005 
showing the fixation of the strongly altruistic A-type at generation 3,315 after 133 prior unsuccessful introductions into the 
population. (b), Snapshot of 13 segregating haplotypes around the focal locus out of 81 haplotypes when all loci are consid-
ered. Frequencies are given in the last column. The two most frequent haplotypes are clearly complementary.
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maladaptive allele; rather, the necessary synergy between
hitchhiking and (strong) group selection that keeps allelic
diversity.
In the same vein that multivariate selection theory pro-
vides a framework to predict the direct and indirect effects
of selection on a suite of complex traits [32] and illustrates
the empirical shortfalls of focusing on a single character,
we hypothesize that multilocus approaches to social evo-
lution [33] will eventually demonstrate that cooperation
can evolve without assuming interactions between rela-
tives: the condition will be that indirect effects of selection
on linked loci should be greater than the direct response
to selection at the focal altruistic locus. Even if Hamilton's
condition (1) applies, the effects discussed in this paper
may help the initial spread of altruists.
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